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SANSKRIT 

Paper - I11 

SECTION - I 

Note : i) Answer all questions. 

ii) Each question carries twenty marks. 

iii) Each answer should be given in 500 words. 

3TrT?h-- Tdkmw PVq I 

2 .  Write an  essay in Sanskrit on any one of the following : 

(T) ch1041r~lrqq4 d: ~ l I ; r i  WW: I 

(El) *m:.tl*-m* I 

(7) - 3 m y  I 

(9) - M 7-r~: I 

(3;) wT6m2-N =rmmFzm: I 

[ P.T.O. 
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SECTION - I1 

Note : i) Answer all questions. 

ii) Each question carries fifteen marks. 

iii) Each answer should be given in 300 words. 

3 .  Critically examine the concept of- as  it is revealed in t h e e < .  

a m  
Examine classification of compounds as perf-. 

m 
What isT%T$?i ? What are its varieties and why ? 

3Tm 

What is* ? How does it play the role of the essence of poetry ? 

m 
Examine Hathigumpha Inscription of Kharavela as  a source material of ancient history 

of India. 

4. Discuss after JagannZtha, the role of PratibhZi in the realm of poetry. 

m 

Explain any twof%T$?is propounded by the author of PZtafijala-sutra. 

m 
Write a note on the concept of* as  presented by Bhartrhari. 

Comment on the philosophical implications of the Kiilasukta. 

m 

Give an account of the theories on the origin of the ~ r a h m r  script. 

5.  Comment on the characteristics of the Vedic deities according to Nirukta. 

ml=fr 

Write a note on the classification of m s .  

m 
Give an account of Mammata's definition of poetry 

w m  
Discuss the concept of WFl  as  propounded in Vb? h. 

3Tm 

Write a note on the Brahmr script of the Maurya and Gupta periods. 

I P.T.O. 
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SECTION - I11 

Note : i) Answer all questions. 

ii) Each question carries ten marks. 

iii) Each answer should be given in 50 words. 

Summarise major points of difference between 3TFi and- accents. 

What are the five characteristics of a Puranic composition ? 

What is the opinion of Sjfiavalkya regarding witnesses in a lawsuit ? 

Comment briefly on Abhinavagupt'a Abhivyaktivada on the process of aesthetic 

realization. 

Explain the concept of 'Shitya' after Kuntaka. 

What is the idea of Mammata about m--SiTi"T ? 

[ P.T.O. 
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SECTION - IV 

Note : i) Answer all questions. 

ii) Each question carries five marks. 

iii) Each answer should be given in 30 words. 

Read the paragraph carefully and answer the following questions : 

[ P.T.O. 
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